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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

MINDTECK ENTERS NEW PROJECT PHASE ON ‘THE ATLAS ONLINE’ FOR CID AT HARVARD UNIVERSITY
Technology company has been a Founding Member of the interactive tool since 2013
Bengaluru, India – August 10, 2015: Mindteck, a global technology company listed on the Bombay Stock Exchange
(BSE 517344), has begun Phase IV of its technical advisory and Big Data work on ‘The Atlas online’ for The Center for
International Development (CID) at Harvard University.
‘The Atlas online’ (http://atlas.cid.harvard.edu/) is a powerful, interactive tool of The Atlas of Economic Complexity
that provides visualizations of growth opportunities for over one hundred countries worldwide. Investors,
policymakers, entrepreneurs, and any other interested users can visualize a country's total trade, track how these
dynamics change over time, and explore growth opportunities.
In 2013, Mindteck became a Founding Member of ‘The Atlas online”. Since that time, the company has assisted with
infrastructure upgrades, beta application testing, user interface enhancements, technology road mapping, and a
'Build Your Story' feature. Phase IV of Mindteck’s engagement will include continuing work on country-specific ‘Atlas’
implementations, additional localization and Natural Language Search development, and improving visualization load
performance.
“Mindteck is honored to be associated with this leading research hub in support of this world-class, data-driven
project which provides key insights for fueling economic growth the world over,” commented Mr. Yusuf Lanewala,
Mindteck Chairman & Managing Director.
Marcela Escobari, Executive Director at CID, added, “Mindteck has helped us make significant improvements to ‘The
Atlas online’ and continues to support the development of the tool. With their help, we are now working on regional
versions of The Atlas which will give policymakers a more granular economic picture and allow for more actionable
development policies.”

About Center for International Development (CID)
The Center for International Development (CID) at Harvard University is a university-wide center that works to advance the
understanding of development challenges and offer viable solutions to problems of global poverty. CID is Harvard’s leading
research hub focusing on resolving the dilemmas of public policy associated with generating stable, shared and sustainable
prosperity in developing countries.

About Mindteck (India) Limited
Mindteck, a global technology company, provides Product Engineering solutions and Information Technology services to top-tier
Fortune 100 companies, start-ups, leading universities and government entities worldwide. Its depth of knowledge and niche
expertise in embedded systems and enterprise applications is complemented by dedicated Centers of Excellence in wireless
design and storage testing. The company has offices in the US, UK, Singapore, Malaysia, Netherlands, Germany, Bahrain and
India, and four development centers: one each in the US and Singapore, and two in India (Kolkata and Bangalore). It is listed on
the Bombay Stock Exchange (BSE 517344) and is among a select group of global companies appraised at Maturity Level 5,
Version 1.3 of the CMMI Institute’s Capability Maturity Model Integration (CMMI).
For more information, please contact balika.hegde@mindteck.com. www.mindteck.com
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